
Toronto’s CN Tower 
 

   The CN Tower is a 1,815.4 ft concrete communications and observation tower in downtown Toronto, 

Ontario, Canada. Built on the former Railway Lands, it was completed in 1976, becoming the world's 

tallest free-standing structure and world's tallest tower at the time. It held both records for 34 years un-

til the completion of Burj Khalifa and Canton Tower in 2010. It is now the 3rd tallest tower in the 

world and remains the tallest free-standing structure in the Western Hemisphere, a signature icon of 

Toronto's skyline, and a symbol of Canada, attracting more than two million international visitors an-

nually. 

 

   Its name "CN" originally referred to Canadian National, the railway company that built the tower. 

Following the railway's decision to divest non-core freight railway assets, prior to the company's priva-

tization in 1995, it transferred the tower to the Canada Lands Company, a federal Crown corporation 

responsible for real estate development. Since the name CN Tower became common in daily usage, the 

abbreviation was eventually expanded to Canadian National Tower or Canada's National Tower. How-

ever, neither of these names is commonly used. 

 

   In 1995, the CN Tower was declared one of the modern Seven Wonders of the World by the Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers. It also belongs to the World Federation of Great Towers, where it holds 

second-place ranking. 

 

   There are three visitor areas: the Glass Floor and Outdoor Observation Terrace which are both lo-

cated at an elevation of 1,122 ft, the Indoor Lookout Level located at 1,135 ft, and the higher SkyPod  

at 1,465 ft),just below the metal antenna. The hexagonal shape can be seen between the two areas; 

however, below the main deck, three large supporting legs give the tower the appearance of a large tri-

pod. 

 

   On August 1, 2011, the CN Tower opened the EdgeWalk, an amusement in 

which thrill-seekers can walk on and 

around the roof of the main pod of the 

tower at 1,168.0 ft, which is directly 

above the 360 Restaurant. It is the 

world's highest full-circle, hands-free 

walk. Visitors are tethered to an overhead 

rail system. The attraction is closed 

throughout the winter season and during 

periods of electrical storms and high 

winds. 
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